Below is a sample recommended timetable that adheres to the National Education Standards Authority (NESA) requirements for each key learning area.
We recommend that you follow this routine as much as possible according to what works in your house.
The following equates to one week of work and is applicable to all year groups.

Lynwood Park Public School
Learning From Home Whole School Timetable
Stage 2 Term 4 Week 2 2021
Time

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

10 mins

Reading

Reading

Reading

Reading

Reading

15 mins

Comprehension /

Comprehension /

Comprehension /

Comprehension /

Comprehension /

Word Work

Word Work

Word Work

Word Work

Word Work

30 mins

Writing

Writing

Writing

Writing

Writing

BREAK

CRUNCH’N’SIP

CRUNCH’N’SIP

CRUNCH’N’SIP

CRUNCH’N’SIP

CRUNCH’N’SIP

45 mins

Mathematics

Mathematics

Mathematics

Mathematics

Mathematics

20 mins

Fitness

Fitness

Fitness

Fitness

Fitness

BREAK

RECESS

RECESS

RECESS

RECESS

RECESS

45 mins

Science & Technology

Creative Arts

Personal Development

History

Catch up

Stage 2 Term 4 Week 2– Learning From Home

Morning
Reading
Learning
Intention –
Students
read a
variety of
texts for a
range of
purposes.

Morning
Word
Work

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Reading
- Try the “Before you
read” tasks to build your
comprehension
strategies.
Focus: Predicting

Reading
- Try the “Before you
read” tasks to build your
comprehension strategies.
Focus: Making
Connections

Reading
- Try the “Before you
read” tasks to build your
comprehension strategies.
Focus: Author’s
Purpose

- Read all (or part) of
Charlotte’s Web- Chapter
9 “Wilbur’s Boast” OR
follow along with this
read-aloud video:
http://www.viewpure.com/
blfkYZ8JG4o?start=0&en
d=0
Word Work
Spelling - complete the
spelling tasks attached.

- Read all (or part) of
Charlotte’s Web- Chapter
9 “Wilbur’s Boast” OR
follow along with this readaloud video:

- Read all (or part) of
Charlotte’s Web- Chapter
10 “An explosion” OR
follow along with this readaloud video:
http://www.viewpure.com/
6Tg8QenwnCI?start=0&en
d=0
Word Work
Vocabulary- Write the
dictionary definition of the
following words from the
book, THEN
- Draw a picture,
- Use the word in a
sentence,
- Give 3 synonyms
(another word with a
similar meaning) AND
- Give an antonym
(opposite)
delectable
boast
sedentary
Is ‘sedentary’ a good word
to describe Charlotte?
What about Wilbur?
Explain your answer using
at least 3 examples from
the book.

Use ‘look, cover, write &
check’ to write your
spelling words for this
week using the words
listed.
Learning Intention –
Students use appropriate
strategies to accurately
spell familiar and unfamiliar
words

http://www.viewpure.com/blfk
YZ8JG4o?start=0&end=0

Word Work
Describe a spider’s leg in
detail. Write your
description in full
sentences.
Use the description of
Charlotte's legs (from
page 55) to help you label
a picture of a spider.
Learning Intention – Students
explore a range of
vocabulary used to convey
the author’s purpose

Thursday
Reading
- Try the “Before you
read” tasks to build your
comprehension strategies.
Focus: The Main Idea
- Read all (or part) of
Charlotte’s Web- Chapter
10 “An explosion” OR
follow along with this readaloud video:
http://www.viewpure.com/6T
g8QenwnCI?start=0&end=0

Comprehension
Remember to answer in full
sentences and use
information from the text in
your answers.
1. Why do you think Wilbur is
so determined to spin a web?
2. What do we learn about
spiders in this chapter?
3. What similarities and
differences are there
between Charlotte and
Wilbur?
- Re-read the description of
Wilbur’s meal at the end of
Chapter 10. Use the ideas to
'design a meal' for Wilbur to
make all of his dreams come
true! (Remember- pigs like
scraps!).
Learning Intention – Students
summarise information to
make judgements about texts
and their own experiences

Friday
Reading
- Try the “Before you read”
tasks to build your
comprehension strategies.

Focus: Sequencing
- View “Sam’s Birthday
Party” invitation text before
answering the questions (see
below).
Making Inferences when
reading is using what you
already know in your head
and clues from the text to
figure out what will happen
next.
Comprehension
1. What type of party is Sam
having? How do you know?
2. What foods might Sam be
serving at his party?
3. Sam’s party is due to finish
at 5 pm. Why do you think
this end time was chosen?
4.List & draw the items you
would need to take to the
party.
5. TRUE or FALSE, which
events will probably happen
at Sam’s birthday party:
a) Sam’s dad will read his
friends a bedtime story.
b) Sam will blow out the
candles on his birthday cake.
c) Sam’s sister will be given
presents.
d) The guests will be served
fried rice for afternoon tea.
e) Sam and his friends will
swim in Sam’s pool.

Morning
English

Writing
Spelling sentences –
Write a sentence for each
of the 5 literacy words
from the spelling list.
Make sure each
sentence begins with a
capital letter, ends with a
full stop and uses an
adjective or adverb.
For an extra challenge try
and use our Word of the
Week (bewildered) in
one of the sentences.
Learning Intention –
Students can write simple
and compound sentences
with correct punctuation.

Break
Middle
Mathematics

Learning
Intention –
Accurately
recall
number
facts and
apply
knowledge
of number
strategies to
answer
questions.

Mathematics
- Answer Monday’s
maths mentals
Pattern Puzzles
- Task 1 - Can you solve
the pattern puzzle using
your number pattern
knowledge?
- Task 2 - Who Wants a
treat? - Read the
information on the table
and answer the number
questions.
Learning Intention –
Students will be able to use
our place value knowledge
to represent, compare and
order numbers.

Writing
Today you are going to
write a plan for an
information report all about
pigs. Using the information
sheet on pigs or your own
research, fill out each
section of the report plan.
You can use dot points for
each section.
Check out this website to
find our more information
about
pigs:https://kids.nationalge
ographic.com/animals/ma
mmals/facts/pig

Writing
Using yesterday’s report
plan, write an information
report on pigs.
Remember to:
- Write in sentences
- Focus on your spelling,
punctuation, grammar and
paragraphs
- Check your spelling and
edit your writing when you
have finished
- Write an introduction and
paragraphs describing a
pig’s habitat, diet,
behaviour and any other
special information.

Learning Intention – Students
can plan a well-structured
Information Report on pigs

Mathematics

Writing
Look at the attached road
safety poster. Discuss with a
family member the safe
practices that should be used
when crossing a road. Think
about:
- Where is a safe place to
cross the road?
- What are some safety
practices that you can do
when crossing a road?
Write a procedure about
crossing the road safely and
illustrate the different steps.
Remember: Stop! Look!
Listen! Think! every time
you cross the road.
Learning Intention – Students
can identify and sequence
the safe practices of crossing
a road.

mentals

Mathematics
- Answer Wednesday’s
maths mentals

Mathematics
- Answer Thursday’s
maths mentals

Pyramid Addition &
What’s the equation?
- Task 1 - Add your way
up to the top of the
pyramid.
- Task 2 - Write in the
correct operation to
complete the equation.

Lets Play Ball & Math
Path Puzzle
- Task 1 - Complete the
table and answer the
questions.
- Task 2 - Solve the math
path puzzle by completing
the equation.

Three in a Row &
Suduko
- Task 1 - Three in a Row.
Find the 3 problems that
have the same answer.
- Task 2 - Test your
Suduko puzzle skills.

Learning Intention – Students
will be able to add single digit
numbers and use the correct
equation.

Learning Intention – Students
will solve math problems
using prior knowledge.

- Answer Tuesday’s maths

Learning Intention – Students
will solve math problems
using prior knowledge.

Writing
Handwriting
Write the Springtime
passage on the
worksheet. Focus on using
the example to help you
check your letter joins,
letter entries and exits.
Learning Intention – Students
build their pencil control and
neatness as they learn to
write with cursive
handwriting.

Mathematics
- Try the maths ‘warm up’
tasks to apply your maths
knowledge. Fill in the
reflection ‘faces’ – how did
you go?
2D shapes & lines
Complete the two
worksheets on 2D shapes.
Try the challenge
question.
Learning Intention – Students
will be able to identify and
describe properties of 2d
Shapes.

Middle
Fitness

Online Fitness Options
Try some of these activities in your fitness break

Get Active 3-6 Lesson 1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gh-hk7G_M2c
Kids Zumba – Disney Mix https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CxgD9P-kMjE&t=460s
Dance or Move Tabata https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yusb7M7oG94
SISA Aerobics https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zM3GZ9RjumU
SISA Yoga https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-uKEuikMrRo

BREAK
Afternoon

Science and
Technology
This term we will be
learning about the Earth’s
surface and investigating
how and why natural
processes and human
actions change the
Earth’s surface over time.
Today we will be focusing
on learning the four main
layers of the Earth. They
are the crust, the
mantle, the outer core
and the inner core. Read
through the provided
information and label and
define each of the main
layers of the Earth.
Learning Intention –
Students will identify and
describe what constitutes
the Earth’s surface.

Creative Arts
This term we will be
engaging in a few drama
related activities. What is
drama?
Drama can be a type of
story acted out before an
audience, often in a
theatre. Dramas are
commonly called plays.
Just like music, drama has
many elements as well.
These can include
characters, settings,
theme, plot etc. Today
you are going to play a
drama game. This should
be played with someone
else at home. See
instructions on the sheet
at the end of the LFH grid.
Learning Intention – Students
can act out and recognise
various emotions or
thoughts.

Personal Development
Wellbeing Wednesday
You have been working so
hard, we want you to stop,
breathe and find
something relaxing to do
away from a screen and
your desk this afternoon.
Try some mindfulness
colouring, do something to
make someone else’s day
OR try something new.

Fitness Options Without Technology

Spend some time outside kicking a ball, skipping,
throwing a frisbee, jumping on the trampoline,
riding a bike or scooter.
Try some kids’ yoga. Look at the image on the last
page of the LFH pack to try some ‘sun salutation’
yoga poses. Try and hold each pose for at least 30
seconds.
Create an obstacle course that includes running,
jumping, hopping, galloping and balancing.
History
Before Contact

Before the First Fleet and
Settlement of Europeans,
Australia had an
abundance of Indigenous
tribes that populated the
country.
Below is a map of Sydney
which highlights the main
tribes that existed in the
Sydney area. The tribe
names are Wiradjuri,
Darug, Gandangara,
Eora and Tharawal. The
blue line shows the border
between the tribes.
Draw the map in the box
below, label it and colour it
in.
Learning Intention – Students
will be able to identify the
group that belongs to a
region.

Catch Up
Use this time to finish any
tasks that need completing
from this week.
If you are looking for more
activities to do, you could
read a text of your choice,
complete some Study
ladder activities, watch
BTN or look at some of the
links provided at the end
of this grid.

Optional
Extension
activities

READ, READ, READ!!!
Reading everyday makes
you a better reader.

STEM Activity – Make ‘Elephant toothpaste’
https://www.sciencebuddies.org/stemactivities/elephant-toothpaste#summary

Art Hub- follow a directed drawing
https://www.artforkidshub.com/how-to-draw/

Move your body and
follow along with PE with
Joe on Youtube!

Studyladder
https://www.studyladder.com.au/

Watch an ‘Education Live’ talk at 10am each day
https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching-andlearning/learning-from-home/learning-at-home

Kids News!
https://www.kidsnews.co
m.au/

Watch a BTN to keep up to date on current affairs!
https://www.abc.net.au/btn/

Meditation
https://www.headspace.com/meditation/kids
Or
https://www.smilingmind.com.au/

Week 2 Fitness (Offline Ideas)- YOGA

Reading (Warm ups)

Before you readWeek 2
Try these tasks to
build your
Comprehension
strategies.

Monday

Tuesday

Thursday

Friday

Learning intention: Students
apply a range of
comprehension strategies
to understand texts.

Wednesday

Monday
Week 2 Spelling
Learning Intention – Students use appropriate strategies to accurately
spell familiar and unfamiliar words

Grammar Tip: Verbs can be physical, mental or describe a
state of being
Literacy Grammar
History
Science
travel
call
evidence
mountain
tend
know
investigation
natural
lonely
like
source
surface
rage
are
viewpoint
tectonic
become were
symbols
water
Wow word: bewildered - perplexed and confused; very
puzzled.
• Use ‘look, cover, write & check’ to write your spelling
words for this week using the words listed on the
spelling sheet attached.
•

Write the grammar rule for this week including the
grammar words.

•

Write the last 10 words in your list in alphabetical order.

Your list words are sorted into literacy, grammar, history and
science words. Can you sort them a different way? For
example, nouns, verbs, adjectives or three letter words, four
letter words etc.

Monday- Writing Week 2
Learning Intention – Students can write simple and compound
sentences with correct punctuation.
Spelling sentences –Write a sentence for each of the 5 literacy
words from the spelling list. Make sure each sentence begins with a
capital letter and ends with a full stop and uses an adjective or
adverb.
For an extra challenge try and use our Word of the Week
(bewildered) in one of the sentences.

Monday and Tuesday- Maths mentals

Learning Intention – Accurately recall number facts
and apply knowledge of number strategies to answer
questions.
-

Monday- Mathematics- Whole Number & Number Patterns

Learning Intention – Students will be able to use our place value
knowledge to represent, compare and order numbers.

Monday-Science and Technology

Learning Intention – Students will identify and
describe the Earth’s surface.

It may seem like the Earth is made up of one big
solid rock, but really, it’s made up of a number
of parts. Some of these parts are constantly
moving! You could think of the Earth as being
made up of a number of layers, sort of like an
onion. The four main layers of the Earth are the:
crust, mantle, outer core and the inner core.
The crust is the thin outer layer of the Earth
where we live. It varies in thickness from around
5km (in the ocean floor) to around 40km thick
(on the land where we live called the
continental crust).
The next layer of the Earth is called the mantle. The mantle is much thicker than the crust at around 2900km
deep.
The Earth’s outer core is made up of iron and nickel and is very hot. So hot that the iron and nickel melts
turning into a liquid. This is where the magnetic field is created. This layer is approximately 2250km deep.
The Earth’s inner core is made up of iron and nickel, just like the outer core. The inner core is so deep within
the Earth that it’s under immense pressure, so much pressure, that even though it’s so hot the inner core is
solid. The inner core is the hottest part of Earth (about as hot as the surface of the sun).

Tuesday- Word Work

Learning Intention – Students explore a range of vocabulary used
to convey the author’s purpose.

Describe a spider’s leg in detail.
Remember to include what it looks like, what can it do/how
is it used by the spider and list any special features.
Write your description in full sentences.

__________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Use the words below to label Charlotte. See page 55 of the book for help.

Tuesday- Writing- Information report on Pigs
Read this information to help your write your own
information report.

Learning Intention – Students can plan a
well-structured Information Report on pigs.

Tuesday- Information report – Writing plan: Pig information report

Tuesday- Mathematics- Whole Number

Learning Intention – Students will be able to add single digit numbers and use the correct equation.

Wednesday and Thursday- Maths mentals

Learning Intention – Accurately recall number facts
and apply knowledge of number strategies to
answer questions.
-

Wednesday- Mathematics- Whole Number

Learning Intention – Students will solve math problems using prior knowledge.

Wellbeing Wednesday

Thursday- Writing
Learning Intention – Students can identify and
sequence the safe practices of crossing a road.

Thursday- Mathematics- Whole Number

Learning Intention – Students will solve math problems using prior knowledge.

Thursday- History

Before Contact
Learning Intention - Students will be able to identify the group that belongs to a region.
Before the First Fleet and Settlement of Europeans, Australia had an abundance of Indigenous tribes that
populated the country. Below is a map of Sydney which highlights the main tribes that existed in the Sydney
area. The tribe names are Wiradjuri, Darug, Gandangara, Eora and Tharawal. The blue line shows the
border between the tribes.
Your job is to draw the map in the box below, label it and colour it in.

Friday- Reading and Word Work

Learning Intention – Students summarise information to make
judgements about texts and their own experiences.

1. What type of party is Sam having? How do you know?

2. What foods might Sam be serving at his party?

3. Sam’s party is due to finish at 5 pm. Why do you think this end time was chosen?
4.List & draw the items you would need to take to the party.

5. TRUE or FALSE: which events will probably happen at Sam’s birthday party:
a) Sam’s dad will read his friends a bedtime story.
b) Sam will blow out the candles on his birthday cake.
c) Sam’s sister will be given presents.
d) The guests will be served fried rice for afternoon tea.
e) Sam and his friends will swim in Sam’s pool.

Friday

Learning Intention – Students build their pencil control and neatness as
they learn to write with cursive handwriting.

Friday- Maths Warm ups

Learning Intention – Accurately recall number
facts and apply knowledge of number
strategies to answer questions.

Friday- Mathematics: Measurement

Tuesday- Creative Arts (Drama cards)

How to play: Use a strip of paper to
make a headband for each player- it
should be big enough to go around their
head.
Cut out the cards and place them face
down on the table. Take turns in
selecting a card. Once a card has been
selected place it on the headband using
tape or blu-tack. Make sure the wearer
of the headband can’t see the card.
The other players have to either mime
the thought or emotion or provide clues.
For example, “I feel like this if I forget to
bring my homework to school.”
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